[Membrane mechanisms of effects of antihypoxic agents bemethyl and almide on neurons of Mollusca].
Membranotropic effects of the antihypoxants bemithyl and almide, structural analogs of thiobenzimidazole, have been studied on the isolated neuronal preparations of Lymaea stagnalis branchycephalic mollusk. Both drugs in a concentration range of 100-1000 microM produced a reversible, dose-dependent nonselective single-phase blocking action upon the ion channels and completely blocked the channels at a concentration of 10 mM. Therefore, bemithyl and almide are active membranotropic compounds capable (in sufficiently high concentrations) of changing the conductivity of slow sodium, calcium, and potassium ion channels in excitable cells. The protective antihypoxant drug reactions on a systemic level of the organism are probably related to the fact that both drugs in small concentrations are capable of hyperpolarizing the cell membrane, activating the ion channel function, and stabilizing the action potential under hypoxia conditions; in greater concentrations, bemithyl and almide are capable of blocking ion currents, thus reducing the excitability of cells and protecting them from overstress.